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Abstract— Automated Theorem Proving systems are enor-
mously powerful computer programs capable of solving
immensely difficult problems. The extreme capabilities of
these systems lie on some well-established proof systems,
such as Semantic tableau. It is used to prove the validity
of a formula by contradiction and it can produce a coun-
terexample if it fails. It can also be used to prove whether
a formula is a logical consequence of a set of formulas.
Tableau can be used in propositional logic, predicate logic,
modal logic, temporal logic, and in other non-classical logics.
In this article, we describe a detailed implementation of
a sequential tableau algorithm for propositional and first-
order logic using a procedural language rather then logic
programming language. We also illustrate a tableau based
proof system in a distributed environment using the Message
Passing Interface. This paper also investigates two distinct
approaches for parallel and distributed implementation and
describes the experimental formula generation procedure.
The proposed high performance approach will un-wrap an
efficient paradigm for automated theorem proving.

Index Terms— Automated theorem proving, high perfor-
mance computing, message passing interface, semantic
tableau.

I. I NTRODUCTION

In 1994, the famous “Pentium bug” caused Intel a loss
of $475M [1]. Since then, formal verification of hardware
and software has gained popularity in industry. There
are two main approaches to formal verification: model
checking and theorem proving. Model checking explores
a (finite) model and theorem proving explores logical
derivations of a theory. Automated theorem proving is the
process of proving mathematical theorems by a computer
program in an automated fashion. Automated theorem
proving is currently the most well developed sub-field of
automated reasoning. The language in which the math-
ematical theorems or formulas are written is logic. As
knowledge representation is often based on logic, many
theorem provers have been successfully used to verify
knowledge based systems [2]. More detail classification
of verification approaches can be found in [3]. Among
several theorem proving approaches, tableau is a widely
used one. The main uses of the semantic tableaux method
are validation check of a formula, to identify a logical
consequence of a formula, and satisfiability checking of a
set of formulas [4]–[6]. We discuss the tableau calculi for
propositional logic, first-order logic and linear temporal

logic to describe our proposed theorem proving approach.
Massive search space generated during automated rea-
soning is considered as a critical problem in the field
of theorem proving. Distribution and exploration of the
search space in parallel is a motivating approach to handle
this problem [7]. The aim of this paper is to investigate
the scope of applying distributed memory computing to
enhance the efficiency of theorem proving. This paper
comprises the theoretical background, a description of the
system architecture, details of the serial implementation
and two different approaches to make it parallel. The
proposed approach increases the memory capacity and
the computing power by utilizing multiple processors of
a cluster to manage the large search space.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: section
II introduces semantic tableaux, section III summarizes
some existing tableau based theorem provers, section
IV describes some implementation issues, section V de-
scribes two different parallel implementations, and a case
study with the proposed implementation is discussed in
section VI. Finally, section VII points out some related
ongoing research and future directions and concludes the
paper.

II. SEMANTIC TABLEAUX

A proof procedure is an algorithm to prove the cor-
rectness of a logical formula. A semantic tableau is a
complete and sound formal proof procedure which is
specially suitable for automation [4]. Some characteristics
of tableau procedures, as stated in [5], are: first, it is
a refutation procedure, i.e., to prove a formulaφ valid
we try to prove its negation¬φ satisfiable. Next, the
expressionφ is broken down into several subformulas
by applying expansion rules. Finally the construction
procedure closes, based on its syntax. If each case closes,
the tableau is said to be closed. A closed tableau begin-
ning with ¬φ is a tableau proof ofφ. In a tableau, the
formulas obtained by applying expansion rules are always
simpler than the formulas they come from. Tableau is
well-suited for the discovery of proofs, either by hand or
by machines. Once quantifiers are added, complications
may arise. However, there are various methods to handle
those quantifiers [4], [5]. For this paper, we restrict our
discussion to the tableau for propositional logic.
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The tableau method can be applied on both signed
and unsigned formulas. Here we consider only the signed
formulas. Signed formulas can be defined as, “A signed
formula Tφ is called true ifφ is true and false ifφ is
false. And a signed formulaFφ is called true if φ is
false and false ifφ is true”. The tableau method is based
on the following eight facts. These facts hold under any
interpretation of any formulasφ andψ: (1) If ¬φ is true,
thenφ is false, (2) If¬φ is false, thenφ is true, (3) If a
conjunctionφ ∧ ψ is true, thenφ, ψ are both true, (4)
If a conjunctionφ ∧ ψ is false, then eitherφ is false
or ψ is false, (5) If a disjunctionφ ∨ ψ is true, then
eitherφ is true orψ is true, (6) If a disjunctionφ ∨ ψ

is false, thenφ, ψ are both false, (7) Ifφ → ψ is true,
then eitherφ is false orψ is true, and (8) Ifφ → ψ is
false, thenφ is true andψ is false.

From the above facts we observe, there are two types
of expansions - deterministic and nondeterministic. In
a deterministic expansion, there is exactly one possible
consequence (facts 1, 2, 3, 6 and 8). In a nondeterministic
expansion, there is more than one possible consequence
(facts 4, 5 and 7).

A. Tableaux Construction Rules

Based on the eight facts stated in earlier the tableau
expansion rules, as in [6], are shown below in Figure 1.
For each logical connective (¬, ∧, ∨, →), there are two
rules: one preceded by the signT and the other byF .

(1) a. T¬φ
Fφ

b. F ¬φ
Tφ

(2) a. T(φ ∧ ψ)
Tφ
Tψ

b. F(φ ∧ ψ)

Fφ Fψ

(3) a. T(φ ∨ ψ)

Tφ Tψ

b. F(φ ∨ ψ)
Fφ
Fψ

(4) a. T(φ → ψ)

Fφ Tψ

b. F(φ → ψ)
Tφ
Fψ

Figure 1. Tableaux expansion rules for propositional logic

We can categorize these rules similarly as [6], cate-
gory (A) those having direct consequences(T¬φ, F¬φ,
T (φ ∧ ψ), F (φ ∨ ψ) andF (φ → ψ)) and category
(B) those having branches(F (φ ∧ ψ), T (φ ∨ ψ) and
T (φ → ψ)).

While constructing a tableau, if a formula of type (A)
occurs, we simultaneously subjoin its consequences into
all branches below it. Similarly, when a formula of type
(B) occurs, we divide all branches that pass through the
line into sub-branches. Once we apply a rule to any
formula, that formula is never expanded again.

B. Illustration of the Tableaux Method

Now let us see an example of tableau construction by
applying the rules discussed so far. Let us consider, we
wish to prove the formulaφ = [p ∨ (q ∧ r)] → [(p ∨
q) ∧ (q ∨ r)], wherep, q and r are atomic propositions.
The complete tableau is given in Figure 2; explanation
follows immediately. The number to the left of a line is
used for identification purpose only; they are not needed
in actual construction.

1. F[p ∨ (q ∧ r)] → [(p ∨ q) ∧ (p ∨ r)]
2. Tp ∨ (q ∧ r)

3. F(p ∨ q) ∧ (p ∨ r)

4. Tp

8. F(p ∨ q)
12. Fp
13. Fq
X

9. F(p ∨ r)
14. Fp
15. Fr
X

5. T(q ∧ r)
6. Tq
7. Tr

10. F(p ∨ q)
16. Fp
17. Fq
X

11. F(p ∨ r)
18. Fp
19. Fr
X

Figure 2. Tableau for the formulaφ = [p∨(q∧r)] → [(p∨q)∧(p∨r)]

To prove the formula, we need to drive a contradiction
from the initial assumption that it is false. So we will
start with the formula preceded byF . Now the formula
is of the formF (φ → ψ) which is false only when
φ is true andψ is false (fact 8, rule 4(b)). We write (2)
and (3) as a direct consequence of (1). Now (2) is of the
form T (φ ∨ ψ), according to fact 5 (rule 3(a)) we cannot
draw any direct conclusion from (2). Similarly, we cannot
draw any conclusion from (3) (fact 4, rule 2(b)). So from
(2) the tableau branches to two possibilities (4)Tφ and
(5)Tψ. Line (5) i.e.,T (q ∧ r) immediately producesTq
andTr. Similarly when we explore all the formulas, we
obtain the tableau tree in Figure 2.

Now at the left most branch (12) is a direct contradic-
tion of (4). So we got a contradiction on this branch, and
we can close this branch.

Similarly (14) contradicts (4), (17) contradicts (6), and
(19) contradicts (7). Thus all branches are closed, i.e.,
they lead to a contradiction. Thus the formulaφ = [p∨
(q ∧ r)] → [(p ∨ q) ∧ (q ∨ r)] can never be false in any
interpretation, so it is valid. The symbol ’X’ at the end of
each branch indicates the corresponding branch is closed;
we can close a branch as soon as a contradiction is found.

C. Tableau for First-Order Logic

We now describe the tableau method for first-order
logic. As with propositional logic, proofs will be bi-
nary branching trees, whose nodes are now labeled by
first-order formulas. In first-order tableau construction
we will add four additional rules for the two quanti-
fiers. We have four quantifier rules - one for each of
T∀ xφ(x), F∀ xφ(x), T∃ xφ(x), F∃ xφ(x). One point
to be noted that, none of these rules are branching.
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Rule T∀: From T∀ xφ(x), we may directly infer
Tφ(a), where a is any parameter.Rule T∃: From
T∃ xφ(x), we may directly inferTφ(a), wherea is a
new parameter i.e., has not been used yet.Rule F∀: From
F∀ xφ(x), we may directly inferFφ(a), wherea is a new
parameter as inRule T∃. Rule F∃: FromF∃ xφ(x), we
may directly inferFφ(a), wherea is any parameter.

These four rules are shown in Figure 3.

Rule T∀: T∀ xφ(x)
Tφ(a)

(a is any parameter)

Rule F∃: F∃ xφ(x)
Fφ(a)

(a is any parameter)

Rule T∃: T∃ xφ(x)
Tφ(a)

(a is a new parameter)

Rule F∀: F∀ xφ(x)
Fφ(a)

(a is a new parameter)

Figure 3. Tableaux expansion rules for first-order logic

Rules T∀ and F∃ are collectively calleduniversal
rules. SimilarlyRules T∃ andF∀ are collectively called
existential rules. Decidability is a limiting factor in
use of tableau method for first-order logic. For invalid
formulas the tableau for first-order logic may lead to an
infinite tableau. In fact, there is no correct and complete
proof method for first-order logic that always terminates,
as first-order logic is undecidable by definition. However
in some cases (specifically when a branch represents a
Hintkka set), the tableau method can decide whether a
formula is invalid in the middle of the proof procedure.

D. Tableau for Linear Temporal Logic (LTL)

Efficient tableau-based methods for satisfiability testing
and model checking of temporal formulae have been
developed since the early 1980s: for the linear-time logic
LTL (by Wolper [8]); for the branching-time logic UB (By
Ben-Ari et al. [9]) and CTL (Emerson et al. [10]). Unlike
automata-based approach for model checking and satisfia-
bility checking of temporal logics, tableau-based methods
are less developed and applied for industry applications,
but are more natural and intuitive from logical perspective,
easier for execution by humans, and (arguably) poten-
tially more flexible and practically efficient, if suitably
optimized [11]. Tableau based methods are one of the
main methods for automating deduction in many temporal
logics like LTL and CTL [12]. In this section we outline
tableau based decision procedures for satisfiability of LTL
formulae. For convenience of the reader not previously
familiar with tableau-based decision procedures for LTL,
we start our discussion with some preliminary concepts.

1) Syntax and semantics of LTL:LTL models time
implicitly in along a path in the future. The syntax of
LTL includes some temporal operators along with the
propositional operators. The inductive definition of LTL
in Backus Naur Form (BNF) is given below:

φ := ⊤ | ⊥ | p | ¬φ | (φ ∧ ψ) | (φ ∨ ψ) |

(φ → ψ) | Xφ | Fφ | Gφ | φ U ψ
(1)

wherep ranges over a finite set of proposition.

Many different semantics of LTL are available in liter-
ature. We adopt the semantics discussed in [13]. In this
framework LTL formulae are interpreted over a Kripke
structure. LetM = (S,→, L(S)) be such a structure and
φ is an LTL formula.π = s1 → · · · be a path inM. The
semantics of LTL is defined as follows:

1) π |= ⊤
2) π 6|= ⊥
3) π |= p iff p ∈ L(s1)
4) π |= ¬φ iff π 6|= φ

5) π |= (φ ∧ ψ) iff π |= φ andπ |= ψ

6) π |= (φ ∨ ψ) iff π |= φ or π |= ψ

7) π |= (φ→ ψ) iff π |= ψ wheneverπ |= φ

8) π |= Xφ iff π2 |= φ

9) π |= Gφ iff ∀i, i ≥ 1, πi |= φ

10) π |= Fφ iff ∃i, i ≥ 1 such thatπi |= φ

11) π |= φUψ iff ∃i, i ≥ 1 such thatπi |= ψ and
∀j, j = 1, · · · , i− 1 we haveπj |= φ

We write πi for the path starting atsi.
2) Tableau based decision procedure for LTL:Tableau

for LTL is different than those for propositional and first-
order logic. The complications in LTL tableau arise due to
the fixpoint operators, as they require a special mechanism
for checking realization of eventualities (the U operator).
In LTL, Boolean connectives are handled similarly as for
propositional logic and temporal connectives are handled
by decomposing them into a requirement on the “current
state” and a requirement on “the rest of the sequence”’.
As discussed in [11], [12], [14], tableau for LTL requires
the notion of Hintikka structures. Generally tableau for
LTL involves two phases. In the first phase a tableau
tree is constructed by applying tableau construction rules
on the initial formula. Then in the second phase, the
inconsistent nodes in the tree are removed from the tree.
Inconsistent nodes are those not satisfying in any Hintikka
structure. In LTL there are two types of inconsistencies
- one is the propositional inconsistency (p and¬p in the
same branch of the tableau tree) and the other one is
any unfulfilled eventuality in a node. If the root node is
removed during the second phase the initial formula is not
satisfiable. Otherwise there is a Hintikka structure in the
tableau tree satisfying the initial formula and therefore the
initial formula is satisfiable. A convenient implementation
direction of the tableau for LTL is available in [15].

III. E XISTING TABLEAU THEOREM PROVERS

In this section, we summarize some of the existing
tableau theorem provers found in various literatures with
an intention of providing a brief overview of the logic
and the implementation language used.

A. 3T
AP

3T
AP [16] has been developed at the University of

Karlsruhe. It can deal with two-valued-first-order predi-
cate logic as well as any finite-valued first-order logic.
It can also deal with equality, which is treated as a two-
valued predicate in the multiple-valued case.3T

AP is a
sequential theorem prover implemented using Prolog.
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B. Meteor

Meteor [17] compiles clauses into a data structure
which is inferred by a sequential or parallel inference
engine. The underlying inference mechanism of Meteor
is model elimination with additional redundancy reducing
mechanisms. It can prove first-order predicate logic in
clausal form and developed using unix based C program-
ming language.

C. Parthenon

Parthenon (PARallel THEorem prover for NON-Horn
clauses) [18] is a parallel theorem prover for first-order
predicate logic. The underlying proof calculus is a variant
of model elimination. Parthenon is the first implemen-
tation of an OR-parallel theorem prover, which runs
on various multiprocessors capitalizing C-threading. It is
implemented using a computational model similar to the
SRI-Model for OR-parallel Prolog.

D. PTTP

The Prolog Technology Theorem Prover (PTTP) [19]
is an implementation of the model elimination theorem-
proving procedure. Instead of Prolog’s unbounded depth
first search, it uses the depth-first iterative-deepening
search to make the search strategy complete. It can
prove theorems written in first-order predicate logic. This
sequential theorem prover is implemented using Prolog
and Lisp (Formally known as LISP).

E. SETHEO

The SEquential THEOrem prover SETHEO [20] is
also based on the model elimination calculus. The tool
ensures the completeness by iterative deepening using
several depth measures. Based upon the efficient han-
dling of syntactic un-equality constraints, a number of
mechanisms for pruning the search space have been used
in this tool. SETHEO is implemented using C and both
sequential and parallel versions of SETHEO are available.
Several parallel provers such as PARTHEO, SPTHEO and
RCTHEO are developed on top of SETHEO.

F. LoTREC

LoTREC is a generic tableau theorem prover for modal
logic. It is a suitable educational tool for students and
researchers for creating, testing and analyzing tableau
method implementations. LoTREC is sequential and de-
veloped using Java [21] with an aim of flexibility, porta-
bility, and nice interface.

G. MLTP

MLTP [22] implements a labeled tableau calculus, aim-
ing to maximize both efficiency and generality. Several
optimization techniques for modal logic reasoning are
incorporated in MLTP. To facilitate generic reasoning,
MLTP incorporates a generic data structure, a low-level
macro language, an event-handler framework and a high-
level specification language. MLTP is sequential and
developed using C++.

H. FaCT++

Tableau method is also used as a reasoner for higher
order logic. FaCT++ [23] is a tableaux-based reasoner for
OWL Description Logics (DLs), implemented in C++. It
can be used as a standalone DIG reasoner and as a back-
end reasoner for the OWL API-based applications.

I. Pellet

Pellet [24] is an OWL DL reasoner based on the
tableaux algorithms developed for Description Logics.
Pellet is open-source and developed using Java. Pellet can
be used with OWL API libraries and it provides a DIG
interface.

IV. I MPLEMANTATION OF THE THEOREM PROVER

In this section, we discuss the issues related to se-
quential implementation of the theorem prover including
the syntax of formula representation, data structure, ex-
pansion rule representation, terminating conditions, and
the tableau construction algorithm. We also discuss two
different approaches to make it parallel.

A. Syntax

The proposed algorithm takes the input represented
by a string, and returns the tableau tree ininorder with
the closed branches marked ’closed’. The implementation
supports all the usual Boolean connectives represented as:
and for ∧, or for ∨, implies for → and not for ¬. The
formulas can be defined in BNF as:

φ := p | not φ | (φ and ψ) | (φ or ψ) | (φ implies ψ)

Where p stands for any atomic proposition and each
occurrence ofφ to the right of:= stands for any already
constructed formula.

B. Data Structures

1) Formula Representation:In our implementation, a
formula is stored in a tree structure as in [13], [22].
Advantages of the tree structure include, easy extract-
ing sub-formulas, which is, in fact, the most common
operation during derivations; easy to verify that a for-
mula is well formed; and obviously in a tree repre-
sentation we do not need to search for an operator
to apply an expansion rule, as it is the root of the
formula tree. The tree representation of the formula
(p or (q and r)) implies ((p or q) and (p or r)) and
the sub formulas after applying the expansion rule are
depicted in Figure 4 and Figure 5.

2) Tableau Tree Representation:The tableau is a tree,
made up of nodes. Every node of the tree contains the
following fields.

leftNode: A pointer to the left subtree of the current
node.
rightNode: A pointer to the right subtree of the
current node.
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Figure 4. Tree representation of the formula
(p or (q and r)) implies ((p or q) and (p or r))

Figure 5. The two sub formulas after applying expansion rule

parentNode: A pointer to the parent of the current
node.
formulaList: A pointer to the list of formulae of the
current node.
closed: A boolean flag indicating whether the
corresponding branch is closed or not.

The formulaList pointer in a tableau node points
to a list where each node in the list is a formula with
some additional information as follows.

index: A unique integer identifier for the node.
sign: A boolean flag used to indicate the sign of the
current formula.
formula: A pointer to the formula tree of the current
node.
status: A boolean flag indicating whether the formula
is processed or not.

Besides the two main data structures described above,
some conventional data structures like list, stack and
queue are used to manipulate the formula and tableau
nodes.

C. Expansion Rules Representation

For simplicity, we used a unifying scheme as [4], [6], in
our implementation. This scheme classifies formulae into
two groups based on their logical connectives. Conjunc-
tive type formulas are calledα-formula and disjunctive

type formulas are calledβ-formula.α andβ-formulas are
shown in Table I below.

TABLE I.
α AND β-FORMULAS

α α1 α2 β β1 β2
T (φ ∧ ψ) Tφ Tψ T (φ ∨ ψ) Tφ Tψ
F (φ ∨ ψ) Fφ Fψ F (φ ∧ ψ) Fφ Fψ
F (φ → ψ) Tφ Fψ T (φ → ψ) Fφ Tψ
T (¬ φ) Fφ Fφ T ( ¬ φ) Fφ Fφ
F (¬ φ) Tφ Tφ F ( ¬ φ) Tφ Tφ

Using theseα, β notations now we need only two
expansion rules: if anα-formula occurs on a branch
replaces it withα1 followed by α2 on same branch and
if a β-formula occurs on a branch split the branch in two,
one withβ1 and other one withβ2.

D. Terminating the Tableau Construction

It is very important to identify when to terminate the
construction of the tableau tree. In our implementation,
a tableau construction terminates in one of two cases:
when all the branches are closed or when there is no
more formula to process. A branch in the tableau tree
closes as soon as a contradiction appears on that branch.
A contradiction is of the form of a formula with bothtrue
andfalsesign (Fφ, Tφ) on the same branch. Thestatus
of all the formulas istrue (section IV.B.2) indicates there
is no more formula to process. Theclosed is marked
true (section IV.B.2) only if a contradiction is found.

E. The Tableau Algorithm

At the beginning, atableau treeis constructed from the
input formula. We define the root of the tableau tree with
attributes leftNode, rightNode, parentNode,
formulaList, closed. Initially, this tableau root node
is added to a queuetableauNodeQueue. The algo-
rithm skeleton is provided in Algorithm 1.

When the expansion rule is applied to a formula the
value of its status attribute is assigned totrue. The
new formulas created as a expansion of the formula
is assignedfalse to their status. The main steps of
the algorithm continues until thetableauNodeQueue
is empty or all the branches are closed. The empty
tableauNodeQueue represents that all formulas are
processed. Checking for closed tableau involves two types
of search: First, whenever aα-formula is processed,
the contradiction of sub-formulasα1 is searched first in
the local formulaList of the current node then the
formulaList of its parent is searched until the root
is reached. If a contradiction is found theclosed flag
of the node containing the sub-formula is settrue. Sub-
formula α2 is searched in the same way. Aβ-formula
is handled in a different way. Aβ-formula creates two
newtableauNode with two sub-formulas (β1 andβ2)
in their formulaList, so we do not need to search
the localformulaList, starting at theformulaList
of the parent up to theformulaList of the root is
searched for contradiction. The second type of search
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Algorithm 1: TableauAlgorithm
Data: Input formula.
Result: True or Counter Example
begin

InstantiateformulaList node with attributes:
index←− 0
sign←− false
formula←−a pointer to the input formula

tree
status←− false

Instantiate the root node with attributes:
leftNode←− null
rightNode←− null
parentNode←− null
formulaList←−a pointer to the

formulaList
closed←− false

Add root node totableauNodeQueue
while tableauNodeQueue 6= ∅ ∨ all the
branches are closeddo

currentNode←−
front(tableauNodeQueue)
for all formulas∈ formulaList of
currentNode do

if α-formula then

Expand to two new sub formulas with
statusfalse
Add the new sub formulas to the end of
formulaList
else

addβ − formula to
betaFormulaQueue

for formulas∈ betaFormulaQueue do
if β-formula then

Expand the formula
create two new tableau nodes with
parentNode ←− currentNode
Two formulas are added to
formulaList of newly created nodes

occurs whenever a branch closes. The tableau construction
terminates when all the branches closes. To check this
condition we need to search the whole tableau tree. To
find contradiction, when a branch closes, the tableau tree
starting at the root is searched in inorder.

F. The Tableau Algorithm for LTL

This section gives an informal algorithm for LTL
tableau based on the discussion in section II-D.2. Our
algorithm is analogous to the apporaches in [9], [15],
[25]. The algorithm first constructs the tableau tree ap-

plying construction rules and then removes the incon-
sistent nodes. The construction rules are defiend using
Smullyan’sα-, β-notation given in Figure 6.

The construction starts with an LTL formulaϕ as the
root. We useUni

to represent the set of formulas at a
nodeni. Let n0 be the root of the tableau treeTϕ, the
construction begins withUn0

= {ϕ}. Following rules are
then applied to construct the final tableau tree.
α rule:If α ∈ Un, then create a single childn1 of n

with Un1
= Un ∪ {α1, α2}

β rule:If β ∈ Un, then create two childrennl andn2 of
n with Un1

= Un ∪{β1} andUn2
= Un ∪{β2}

When any more application ofα, β rules is not possi-
ble, the followingX rule is applied.

X rule:If Xϕ ∈ Un, then create a single childn1 of n
with Un1

= Un ∪ {ϕ}

Applications ofα-, β-rules (except for operators∧,∨)
may create a node with same formulas. This situation is
handled using a “feedback” edge instead of creating a new
node. The construction ofTϕ terminates by the following
two rules.

T1: If {ϕ,¬ϕ} ∈ n, (this is same as the proposi-
tional tableau) this node is closed and is not
expanded further.

T2: If a nodem is about to be created as a child of
a noden and there is an ancestorn′ of n such
thatU ′

n = Um, then without creatingm, n and
n′ are connected with a “feedback” edge.

After the construction we apply the following rules to
eliminate the unsatisfiable nodes ofTϕ.

E1: If {ϕ,¬ϕ} ∈ n, then eliminaten.
E2: If all the successor ofn have been eliminated,

then eliminaten.
E3: If Xϕ or ϕ U ϕ′ ∈ n and

If there is no path inTϕ from n to n′ such that
ϕ′ ∈ n′, then eliminaten.

The decision procedure terminates after all unsatisfiable
nodes have been eliminated. If the rootn0 has been elim-
inated, thenϕ is not satisfiable otherwise it is satisfiable.

V. PARALLEL TABLEAU THEOREM PROVER

The problem of deciding the validity of a formula
varies from trivial to impossible, depending on the un-
derlying logic. For the frequent case of propositional
logic, the problem is decidable but NP-complete, and
hence only exponential-time algorithms are believed to
exist for general proof procedures. This time consuming
computational tasks need to be addressed by high per-
formance computing power, by employing the aggregate
power of network-interconnected clusters; then dividing
the computation task between multiple processors using
message passing interface (MPI). Identifying parallelism
opportunities can be a difficult task. We are parallelizing
the theorem prover by splitting the formula. We found
two parallel architectures (described later) that fit our
purpose. We have chosen Java as the implementation
language and specifically we are using mpiJava [26] to
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α α1 α2 β β1 β2
¬¬φ φ φ ¬(φ ∧ ψ) ¬φ ¬ψ
φ ∧ ψ φ ψ φ ∨ ψ φ ψ

¬(φ ∨ ψ) ¬φ ¬ψ φ U ψ ψ φ ∧X(φ U ψ)
¬Xφ) X¬φ X¬φ ¬(φ U ψ) ¬ψ ∧ ¬φ ¬ψ ∧ ¬X(φ U ψ)
Gφ φ XGφ ¬Gφ) ¬φ ¬XGφ

Figure 6. α andβ-formulas for LTL.

implement the parallel version of the theorem prover. The
intended architectures are discussed below. The following
architectures are based on the Single Program Multiple
Data (SPMD) model. Both the approaches are inspired
by [7], [27].

A. Distributed Memory Computing

A distributed memory algorithm runs on many indi-
vidual computers. Each computer processes a small piece
of input data with its own computation resources. Com-
munication between participating computers is needed to
complete the computation for exchanging input data and
computed results. There are several network primitives
used by distributed processes to communicate with each
other. The basic primitives aresendand receive. A send
message function provides a process the possibility to
send a content of a block of memory to another process
and allows the sender to put in a message type iden-
tifier. The recipient of the message is specified by its
logic identification rather than a physical address of the
workstation. Areceivefunction calls a block of memory
with the content of a received message and supplies the
receiving process with the enclosed tags to allow proper
interpretation of the received data.

A computation of a distributed memory algorithm
should terminate when the algorithm has reached a sit-
uation that no process can progress further in the com-
putation. We can ensure this by providing the fact that
there is no message in transit. Unfortunately, to learn
this, the processes need to communicate, i.e. to send and
receive messages. This problem is generally referred to as
a distributed termination detection problem in literature.
For this reason we used two parallelizing technique to im-
plement our parallel tableau algorithm. The first approach
is a tree based approach where processes on the same
branch communicate to detect termination. The second
approach uses a centralized work pool where the master
process keeps track of the terminated processes and each
process notifies the master when it terminates.

B. Tree Based Partitioning Approach

In this approach, the tree structure of the tableau is
preserved. The root tableau node is assigned to the pro-
cessor p0. Whenever a new node is created by processing
a β-formula the left child node is sent to the processor
2 × id + 1 and right child is sent to2 × id + 2, where
id is the rank of parent processor as shown in Figure
7. The child processors can now work concurrently. The
algorithm skeleton is provided in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: TreeBasedPartitioning

procedure Workstation( formula, i )
begin

if formula ∈ β − formula then
leftFormula, rightFormula ←−
Expand(β − formula)
Workstation(leftFormula, 2× i+ 1 )
Workstation(rightFormula, 2× i+ 2 )

else
InstantiateformulaList node
Instantiate the root node and add to
tableauNodeQueue
while tableauNodeQueue 6= ∅ ∨ all the
branches are closeddo

currentNode←−
front(tableauNodeQueue)
for all formulas∈ formulaList of
currentNode do

if α-formula then
Expand to two new sub formulas
with statusfalse
Add the new sub formulas to the
end offormulaList

else
addβ − formula to
betaFormulaQueue

In case of searching, a processor can calculate its
parent’sid using the formulafloor((id− 1)÷ 2), where
id is the rank of the child processor as depicted in Figure
8. The tree structure of the tableau construction made this
approach an automatic choice.

C. Centralized Work Pool Approach

There are some efficiency issues in the tree based
approach, as for example if work load is not distributed
equally, some processors may sit idle when others are
working. To overcome these problems, we can adopt
centralized work pool approach. In this approach the tree
structure of the tableau tree is not preserved, the nodes
are considered to have only one formula list. When a
β-formula is processed two new nodes are created with
two subfomulas and the unprocessedβ-formula along
with the formulas in the current node is copied to the
formula list of the new nodes. New nodes are then added
to the dynamic work pool. So to search for a contradiction
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Figure 7. Parallel distribution of the tableau tree

Figure 8. Communication between the processors in searching

involves searching the local formula list only. A task
queue is maintained by the master processor. Each slave
processor only requests a new task when it is idle. The
master sends the slave a task from the queue if the
processed flag of the node isfalse. So a termination
can be detected when all the slaves are idle and the
processed flag of all the nodes in the task queue istrue.
To find out whether the input formula is satisfiable, the
closed flag of the nodes in the task queue are checked.
If the closed flag of all the nodes aretrue, we get
a closed tableau, i.e., the input formula is satisfiable
otherwise the formula is not satisfiable. A schematic view
of the work pool approach is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Centralized work pool distribution of the tableautree

VI. CASE STUDY

In this section we describe our experimental results.
We show a representation of reasoning about classicaln-
queen problem. The problem is to placen-queens on a

n × n chessboard so that no two queens dominate each
other. In order to specify this problem we introducen2

propositional variables; each associated with one square
of the chess board. For convenience we show a toy exam-
ple with only 4-queens. Figure 10(a) shows the solution
to the problem; 10(b) shows an illegal configuration and
10(c) shows a legal configuration. Our implementation
can conclude that (b) is illegal and (c) is legal by applying
the tableau proof system discussed earlier.

A chess board is a 2D grid, where [1,2] represents the
square at row 1 and column 2. Let us assume that the
symbol q1,1 represents ”There is a queen in [1,1]”, then
¬q1,1 means ”There is no queen in [1,1]”. The rules of
4-queen can be represented as follows:
Rule 1: At least one queen in row 1.

q1,1 ∨ q1,2 ∨ q1,3 ∨ q1,4

Similarly Rule 2, Rule 3 andRule 4 are defined for row
2, 3 and 4.
Rule 5: At most one queen in row 1.

q1,1 → ¬ q1,2 ∧ ¬ q1,3 ∧ ¬ q1,4
q1,2 → ¬ q1,1 ∧ ¬ q1,3 ∧ ¬ q1,4
q1,3 → ¬ q1,1 ∧ ¬ q1,2 ∧ ¬ q1,4
q1,4 → ¬ q1,1 ∧ ¬ q1,2 ∧ ¬ q1,3

Rule 6, Rule 7 andRule 8 for row 2, 3 and 4 are defined
similarly.
Rule 9: At least one queen in column 1.

q1,1 ∨ q2,1 ∨ q3,1 ∨ q4,1

Similarly Rule 10, Rule 11 and Rule 12 are defined for
column 2, 3 and 4.
Rule 13: At most one queen in column 1.

q1,1 → ¬ q2,1 ∧ ¬ q3,1 ∧ ¬ q4,1
q2,1 → ¬ q1,1 ∧ ¬ q3,1 ∧ ¬ q4,1
q3,1 → ¬ q1,1 ∧ ¬ q2,1 ∧ ¬ q4,1
q4,1 → ¬ q1,1 ∧ ¬ q2,1 ∧ ¬ q3,1

Rule 13, Rule 14 and Rule 15 for column 2, 3 and
4 are defined similarly. For diagonal positions the rules
are defined as follows: No two queen can be diagonally
dominating each other.
Rule 16: For a queen in [1,1].

q1,1 → ¬ q2,2 ∧ ¬ q3,3 ∧ ¬ q4,4

Rule 17: For a queen in [1,2].

q1,2 → ¬ q2,1 ∧ ¬ q2,3 ∧ ¬ q3,4

Rule 18: For a queen in [1,3].

q1,3 → ¬ q2,2 ∧ ¬ q3,1 ∧ ¬ q2,4

Rule 19: For a queen in [1,4].

q1,4 → ¬ q2,3 ∧ ¬ q3,2 ∧ ¬ q4,1

And so on... for other positions.
To verify whether we can put a queen in [2, 1] when there
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 10. The4-queen problem: (a) an actual solution; (b) an illegal configuration and (c) a legal configuration.

is a queen in [1, 2], the input is given in the following
form:

φ := F (KB ∧ q1,2 ∧ q2,1)

If this returns a closed tableau then we can concludeq2,1
is consistent with the KB i.e., a legal move. This rep-
resentation using propositional logic is too tedius. Using
first order logic the knowledgebase can be represented in
a concise way. To represent the4-queen problem using
first-order logic, we made the following assumptions.
Predicates: Queen(x, y) represents a queen in [x, y].
Constants: 1, 2, 3, 4 represents row and column numbers.
Row constraints:
(i) At least one queen in each row.

∀i ∃j Queen(i, j)

(ii) At most one queen in each row.

∀i,j1,j2 Queen(i, j1) ∧ j1 6= j2 → ¬ Queen(i, j2)

Column constraints:
(i) At least one queen in each column.

∀i ∃j Queen(j, i)

(ii) At most one queen in each column.

∀i,j1,j2 Queen(j1, i) ∧ j1 6= j2 → ¬ Queen(j2, i)

Diagonal constraints:
At most one queen in [1,1], [2,2], [3,3] and [4, 4] .
∀i1,j1,i2,j2 Queen(i1, j1) ∧ i1 = j1
→ ¬ Queen(i2, j2) ∧ i2 = j2 ∧ i1 6= i2

Similarly other constraints for all diagonal places can be
defined. In this paper we show the tableau implementation
for propositional logic only and we are wroking on
it’s extension to first order logic. The tableau for first
order logic is discussed in section II-C. We have tested
our implementation with 8-queen, 9-queen and 10-queen
problems. However due to lack of available resources we
could not compare our results with other theorem provers.
We wish to compare our results with others in future.

VII. C ONCLUSION

This paper describes the requirements, issues, process,
and implementation to develop a distributed tableau the-
orem prover. Though our discussion is limited to propo-
sitional, first-order, and LTL tableau only, this approach

can also be extended to other higher order logic. This
type of parallel theorem prover is still not available, some
earlier efforts can be found in [7], [27]. Though Prolog
is a natural choice for the implementation of tableau al-
gorithms, there are several difficulties in programming in
Prolog. The highly unstructured nature of logic programs
made it difficult to reuse the code. Extensive training is
required for some new comer to understand the inner
workings of a logic program written in Prolog. One of
the key research problems in developing an automated
theorem prover is to provide an easy to use interface
to the user. Java suits well to provide the users with
an easy to use interface to interact with the theorem
prover, hiding the tedious details of the proof procedure.
Considering these difficulties, we provide a framework
that can be used to develop a tableau based algorithms
using Java (or any high level programming language).
In our previous work [28], we described the sequential
implementation of the tableau theorem prover for only
propositional logic and outlined two parallel approaches
to make the theorem prover parallel. We have successfully
developed the parallel versions of the proposed theorem
prover and perform some experiments. In this paper, we
provide a detailed description of building the test formulas
which is used by the parallel theorem prover. Due to
the tedious process of generating test formulas, we could
not have sufficient formulas to provide a performance
comparison of these two methods. In future, we wish to
measure the performance of the two and identify the better
one.
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